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otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. P is a relatively common
trouble code with any vehicle, that includes the Ford Expedition. P is certainly a cause for
concern, and should be considered a threat to the drivability your Expedition. It will often be
accompanied by codes P, P , P , etcâ€¦. Fixing P should be considered a high priority. It also can
cost money to ignore it, since driving with a misfire can damage the vehicles catalytic
converter. The engine is also not firing all of the fuel, so raw fuel is also passing through
Cylinder 4 into the exhaust. Mileage may suffer as well when your Expedition has P as well. P is
a cylinder specific misfire code, which means that Cylinder 4 is misfiring and causing the code.
There are quite a few things that can cause the P trouble code to trigger the Ford Expedition.
Here are the most common problems that will throw the code. They are presented somewhat in
order from most to least likely to be causing the code:. If you follow the items listed above you
should be able to fix the P Inspect and test the parts of the ignition system around the cylinder
to determine whether or not you need to replace the coil packs, plugs, or wires. Most of the time
one of those three things will end up being the problem. You need to reset the trouble codes
and swap the coil pack, wire, and plug from Cylinder 4 to another. After that, Go ahead and
replace them or have them tested. After that you would want to test the fuel injection system. P
is cause for concern and left unfixed can leave you stranded or make the vehicle virtually
un-drivable. Fixing the problem causing the code to fire can save you time and money and keep
your Ford Expedition from breaking down. Quick action may also save your catalytic converter
from going bad. Good luck diagnosing the issue. If there is anything that you would like to add
please leave a comment below. Ford Expedition P Definition P is a cylinder specific misfire
code, which means that Cylinder 4 is misfiring and causing the code. The vehicle itself may
begin to run rough. It depends on how serious the misfire is. The vehicle may produce excess
vibration, especially at lower RPM. Fuel mileage may suffer. You may smell raw gas coming
from the tail pipe. The vehicle may backfire. Take a look at the electrodes and see if they are in
good shape. Most vehicles now come with iridium plugs that need changed very infrequently.
That being said, the plugs are a great place to start. Spark Plug Wires â€” On most modern
engines, the plug wires are not nearly as long as they once were, but they can still go bad. Coil
Packs â€” Coil packs rarely go bad, but when they do, they can certainly cause P in your Ford
Expedition. Replacing a set can be very expensive. This is definitely not the place to start.
Popular Mechanics : How to find a vacuum leak. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is very
unlikely, but it does happen. Low Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent
valve, cracked head, etc.. You should also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Is P a
Serious Concern? Discussion in ' 2nd Gen - - ' started by kbwford , Oct 5, Log in or Sign up.
Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing

to our use of cookies. Learn More. Oct 5, at PM 1. I have run out of ideas and am hoping
somebody has encountered this problem. Truck has , miles. Oil was changed regularly using
Motorcraft Semi-synthetic 5W Compression is good. The truck started running rough a few
months ago no code so I changed the spark plugs which I knew were lng overdue. I used high
end autolite plugs. This corrected the rough condition. A month later, the rough condition
reappeared and this time set a P code. It did not. The code came back and was again P Note that
this procedure required disconnecting and removing the PCM to gain access. Started the truck
up and noticed it was still missing. What else is there? I decided perhaps one or more coil
packs were marginal so I replaced all 8 of them and cleared the codes. The truck still had a
miss. The check engine light came on a day later. P â€” misfire on cylinder 3. So again, the
problem has migrated from cylinder 4 to cylinder 3. Replacing the plugs, injectors and coil
packs should not have moved the miss. It may have fixed it, but not moved it. Used a quality
scanner to check O2 sensors and cam sensors. All appeared to be good. For the kicks, I
swapped the position of the bank 1 and bank 2 cam sensors. Truck coded again with P OK, why
did it move to 3? Did I somehow put a bad part in 3? Listening to the injector with a long PVC
pipe, I could hear that the 3 injector was not firing. Brand new injector, why not firing? I put a
second new injector in 3. Started the truck and listened again, injector 3 still not firing. All other
injectors sounded fine and were clearly firing. OK, big change hereâ€¦. All that was done was to
change 3 injector. For kicks, I replaced the bank 2 cam sensor since I had the too lean condition
and a miss on 5 and 7 both of which are on bank 2. I cleared the codes. Miss still there. A day
later a code set and it was P I have cleared the codes numerous times since and it always resets
now with P Early on during this long diagnostic procedure I have inspected and cleaned with
electrical cleaning solvent the connectors where the harness mates with the PCM. I am baffled
at this point and do not know what to test next. Oct 6, at PM 2. Posts: 5, Likes Received: 1,
Joined: Nov 23, Is it possible something happened to your Ecu. The other thing, are their any
loose, corroded, missing grounds. Most misfires don't jump banks like that. I've read a bunch of
posts over the years on misfires but never a jumper. One last thing have the battery load tested.
A bad cell or two can cause weird things. Just a thought. You have no Exaust leaks? Sent from
my iPhone using Tapatalk. Oct 6, at PM 3. Thanks moose for the good ideas and taking the time
to reply. I don't think I have any bad grounds as I have removed, cleaned and reinstalled most of
them. The battery load test is a good idea and is on my agenda. I will also ring out the harness
for the fuel injectors and coil packs from the PCM connector to the motor while wiggling the
harness. That's my plan going forward unless I hear some other good ideas from folks Oct 6, at
PM 4. The truck does not have any exhaust leaks. Oct 6, at PM 5. Sounds good, did you or
anyone do anything to electrics? Sometimes we got to throw up the white flag. It might be
cheaper. These trucks can beat up even the best tech! Oct 6, at PM 6. It is possible this work put
stress on the PCM although it ran fine for a month or so afterwards. That is in the back of my
mind. I just want to exhaust all possibilities before springing for the PCM that likely is not bad.
I'll post my findings when I fix it. Oct 6, at PM 7. If you have to buy a computer or think you do
oreillys has a great return policy is case it's not the problem. Oct 7, at AM 8. You have to check
the camshaft and crankshaft timing relevant to each other. The engine might have jumped a
tooth. Oct 7, at PM 9. Oct 9, at PM I'm curious about the lean condition - you may just have an
air leak. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Asked by Wiki User. Ford 5. The firing order
is on a 3. If it has the 4 cylinder eng the 22r and 22re c the firing order is 1, 3, 4, 2. Hope this
helps. IS The firing order of a 98 Ram with a V10 engine is 1, 10, 9, 4, 3, 6, 5, 8, 7, 2. The number
one cylinder is closest to the main pulley. The firing order for a Cadillac Deville is 1, 2, 7, 3, 4, 5,
6, 8. This is for the 4. Number one piston is on the left front looking from front of car and firing
order is piston sequence is left right from front of car. You can find out the engines firing order
by calling your local auto parts store. The info you will need is your year make and model of the
vehical, because most vehicals number 1 cylinder locations are different. The dist will rotate
clockwise from 1 starting cycle. All chevy v-8 will fire in this order. AnswerTo add to the answer
above, Timing should be degrees btdc before top dead centre. Spark plug gap should be 1.
Double check the firing order, you may have a couple of spark plug wires crossed. Also do a
compression test, you may have bad valves. You will have to order the whole housing where the
uper raditor hose meets the eng. The dealer will not sell just the bleeder. England is commonly
abbreviated as ENG or Eng. Ask Question. Timing and Firing Orders. Ford Expedition XLT. Ford
F See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. What is the firing order for
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